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1997: a revolutionary year for physics

• A. G. Riess et al., “Observational Evidence 
from Supernovae for an Accelerating Universe 
and a Cosmological Constant”,  Astronomical
Journal 116, 1009 (1998).

• J. Maldacena, “The Large N Limit Of 
Superconformal Field Theories and 
Supergravity”, Adv. Theor. Math. Phys. 2 
(1998) 231.



The shape of our universe

M(d+1) :  ημν = diag(1,-1,……,-1)



Strings and particles: the anti de Sitter 
universe

E(2,d-1) :  ημν = diag(1,-1,……,-1,1)



dS and AdS QFT: What Are the Problems?



The asymptotic cone

M(d+1) :  ημν = diag(1,-1,……,-1)



The asymptotic cone: causal structure



The anti de Sitter universe

E(2,d-1) :  ημν = diag(1,-1,……,-1,1)



The asymptotic cone



AdS: causal but not strongly causal

X e Y on AdS are spacelike separated  iff (X-Y)2 < 0  

(in the ambient space sense)

The asymptotic cone provides the causal 
structure 



ds timelike geodesics



AdS: timelike geodesics



The asymptotic cone as the de Sitter 
momentum space



Conserved quantities



Energy

• In special relativity the energy of a particle is measured relative to 
an arbitrary given Lorentz frame, being the zero component of a 
four-vector.

• This picture does not extend to the de Sitter case where frames are 
defined only locally. 

• The maximal symmetry of the de Sitter universe  allows for the 
energy of a pointlike particle to be defined relative to just one 
reference massive free particle understood conventionally to be at 
rest (a sharply localized observer)

• The energy of the free particle (ξ,η) with respect to the reference 
geodesic (u,v) is defined as follows



Energy



Energy



Energy

• E can be interpreted as the correct de Sitter energy of the particle is 
confirmed by noting that it is the conserved quantity associated to 
the invariance of the particle action under time translation.

• Indeed, since in flat coordinates the spatial distances dilate in the 
course of time by the exponential factor the expression of an 
infinitesimal symmetry under time evolution is

• The action

• is invariant and E can be obtained from S by standard methods



Classical scattering



de Sitter plane waves



de Sitter plane waves



Principal de Sitter waves



Complementary de Sitter waves



Discrete de Sitter waves



The plane waves are however irregular

skip



dS: construction of two-point 
functions



They are dS invariant



How to chose the right coefficients?



de Sitter tubes





are globally well-defined in the tubes.



Fourier representation for Bunch-Davies aka 
Euclidean aka ……two-point functions



Fourier representation for Bunch-Davies aka 
Euclidean on the real manifold



 = -1 



One point tubes (AdS) 

X2 – Y2= R2

X·Y= 0
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AdS Klein Gordon fields

(z) is a (point dependent) path in the complex 

asymptotic cone bordered by the plane ·Z = 0



What about positivity?



Complementary fields (inflation)

skip



De Sitter Tachyons



The field equation gets an anomaly



Fourier representation



Remarks



Unstable Particles



Interaction

g(x) is an infrared cutoff . g(x) ! 1 in the end (adiabatic limit).  

In the following

Special case

Switch an interaction



Transition probability at first order



Projector identity



Technical intermezzo 1: 
computing the KL weight 

Fourier (momentum space)  representation of the two-point
function satisfying the positivity of the energy spectrum axiom:



Computing the KL weight 



Equal masses



KL weight

Evaluate the Mehler-Fock transform 

which provides the Kallen-Lehmann weight

One needs something like a vectorial Fourier transform adapted
to the de Sitter geometry



Another integral representation
Let us evaluate the 2 pt function at  purely imaginary
events of the past e future tubes



Fourier-like representation



Star-triangle identity
1) Integral on the hyperboloid:  a star-triangle relation

=



Integrate the triangle

2) Triple integral on the sphere



Integrate the triangle 



A Beautiful formula 





Dimension d=3



Complementary fields. Inflation



Infrared limit


